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Overview
• Method

• Aim of my research

• Context explained – Why Central Asia as a case study?

• Analysis – The EU and China engaging in Central Asia

• Results/Conclusion
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I – Method

1) Literature screening/review: identifying the academic definition of “security”

2) Identifying ”energy security concepts” and theories

3) Analysing the EU´s engagement in Central Asia and its foreign energy security policy toward the region.

4) Analysing China´s engagement in Central Asia and its foreign energy security policy toward the region.

5) Compare the implementation of both actor´s strategies in Central Asia, evidenced by expert interviews conducted in 

2021 + 2022.

6) Results can explain the successful or failed engagement and what needs to change for providing a substantial foreign 

energy and security policy. 
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II – Aim of my research

Question 1: What approaches and what kind of understanding of “security” is providing foreign energy and security 

policy with ideas and concepts?

Question 2: What is going on in Central Asia regarding energy and security issues? 

Question 3: How can the EU devise efficient foreign energy and security policy in third countries? How can national 

interests become better embedded in foreign policy? 

Question 4: How can be dealt with China in third countries? 
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III – Context explained: the region

Central Asia as a case study in EU-China energy and security relations:

• In the middle of 3 of 4 power blocks (EU, Russia and China) à geostrategic

• Similar interests of the EU and China in the region à national interests in third countries

• Two-level diplomacy à EU + China vs. EU in CA + China in CA

• Central Asia as a resource rich region, transit region, export market with young 

population, security cushion.

à Central Asia was until 1990 part of the Soviet Union. Interconnected by given 

circumstances. That changed to isolation and now is reconnecting again. 
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III – Background Central Asia

Central Asia in between major global powers / the old chess board theory

• Independence of five former soviet republics after 1990.

• Presidential republics, authoritarian political systems in place with few exchanges in the top.

• European Union so far without a comprehensive and hands-on strategy for the region.

• China is engaged since years and is investing massively, especially in infrastructure. 

In the literature, there are not many contributions dealing with China´s impact on the foreign policy development of the 

European Union toward Central Asia/third countries.
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IV – Analysis: China in the region

Turkmenistan counts for 9.4 percent 
of the world´s total proven natural 
gas resources (17.5 tcm), the fourth 
largest natural gas producer.

China replaced Russia in 
Turkmenistan and received in 2017 
around 94% of Turkmen gas exports 
(90% of the total value of the 
country´s exports).
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IV – Analysis: China in the region
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IV – Analysis: EU in the region

EU and Kazakhstan

• Diplomatic relations established in 1993. In 2015, the Enhanced Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (EPCA) 

signed, entered into force on March 1, 2020. 

• Trade between the EU and Kazakhstan increased from $2.2 billion in 1999 to more than $29.48 in 2018 à transport 

and logistics bear most potential with the EU offering advanced technologies and standards.

• 80% of the country´s total oil exports goes to EU countries + Kazakhstan covers more than 21% of the EU uranium 

demand (Ministry of Energy, Kazakhstan, 2021).

à included: human rights, rule of law, good governance, civil society and cultural development (“national” interest of 

the EU).
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IV – Analysis: EU in the region

EU and Uzbekistan, Kyrgyzstan, Tajikistan

• Since this year, Uzbekistan and the EU have finalised their negotiations 

on an Enhanced Partnership and Cooperation Agreement (EPCA). 

Kyrgyzstan as well is on the way to enter the EPCA into force.

• Last week, the EU announced to start negotiating an EPCA with 

Tajikistan.

Background: Central Asian Strategy of the EU in 2019.
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IV – SWOT
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Anghelescu, Ana-Maria 2021, European Union in 
Central Asia during the Covid-19 Pandemic: Crisis 
Response and Future Recovery, Policy Brief Series, 
No. 10, Bucharest 2021 

1990s à PCA with KAZ, KYR, UZB, later TAJ

2005 à EU establishes special representative to 
the region of Central Asia

2007 à First Central Asian Strategy

2019 à Second Central Asian Strategy

The EU is approaching Central Asia as one 
region, aligning bilateral agreements with this 
strategic framework. 

Central Asian perception: “Where is the EU?”



V – Results: “Security” is no harmony

Concept of energy security changed in the past decades à from fossil fuel stable supply at affordable prices to a high 

complexity of diverse resources, infrastructure networks (offline/online), climate change (natural desasters with its 

implications) etc.

“Security” never was a clearly defined concept or theory à the term might not even “have any precise meaning at all” 

(Wolfers 1952:481) and ”national security”/”national interest” may not mean the same thing to different people. 
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V – Results: “Security” is no harmony
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EU PRC

Security aligned in FP Scattered, fragmented Streamlined

Actors involved in formulating 
security policies

Many levels, opinions, needs The State (1)

National interests formulated in 
FP

Yes Yes

National interests implemented 
in Central Asia

Mostly not Yes

(1) “Article 6: The State formulates and incessantly perfects national security strategies, comprehensively evaluates international 
and domestic security circumstances, and clarifies the guiding principles, middle and long-term objectives for national security
strategy…” (National Security Law 2015, PRC)



V – Results: EU´s security interests
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Wolfer´s words on the different understandings of security is a challenge to the European Union´s foreign energy and 
security policy:
• Many institutionalized positions, dialogues and agreements were arranged, but with little meaning.
• Central Asia is not looking at the EU as a strong actor or partner
• EU formulates a clear “national” interest with human rights, democracy, cultural exchange and economic 

cooperation, but not target-oriented. 

à The congruence of the understanding of “security” in foreign energy and security policy decreased and reached a low 
point by the end of 2020.

à A change is needed if the EU wants to be recognized as a partner working for results. 



V – Results: China´s national security interest
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Diplomatic relations to all five Central Asian countries established after independence. 

1996 à Shanghai Five (CN, RU, KZ, KY, TJ). Since 2001 Shanghai Cooperation Organization (SCO) including 
Uzbekistan to resolve border issues and control Western province of Xinjiang with Uighurs living in China and 
neighbouring states. 

China focusses clearly on national interests:
• Securing natural resources
• Securing as much control over exploring, extracting, transporting and refining it (and selling). 
• Building up transit routes for import but even more important, for export.

à The congruence of the understanding of “security” in foreign energy and security policy is high and was translated 
into substantial results. Questions regarding dependencies remain.
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